PRESS RELEASE

New Easy-Fit Bracket Provides Instant and Easily Portable Surveillance

June 2012 - CCTV camera specialist SeSys has unveiled its new Easy-Fit bracket which allows organisations to rapidly deploy and redeploy surveillance cameras.

With the Easy-Fit bracket SeSys’s cameras can be deployed within minutes. Simple to install, the bracket requires no specialist staff or skills.

Furthermore, the simple mounting process makes it ideal for relocating cameras quickly to meet changing operational and business priorities. View an installation: www.sesys.co.uk/recordeddemonstrationcamera.html.

The Easy-Fit bracket can be attached to a pole, wall or corner of a building. SeSys’s multi-award winning Torch Camera (which can also be used as a handheld device) simply slots into the bracket and locks into place.

The Torch Camera is suited to a variety of applications, including security surveillance, recording public order situations, monitoring remote plants, overseeing production processes and documenting constructions progress.

The Torch Camera provides 2048 x 1536 mega pixel resolution, around 30 times more than that offered by traditional analogue technology. Furthermore, the camera operates efficiently in low level light conditions. Recordings are of evidential quality, and are date and time stamped.

Images can be viewed anywhere via the Internet - through a PC, smartphone, iPad or any Internet device. Video footage can be downloaded without disturbing the operation of the camera or using large amounts of mobile bandwidth.

With built in battery back up the Torch Camera can be used for up to ten hours autonomously (additional modules available to extend camera operation). It is weatherproof to IP65 standard and its stainless steel housing provides protection against vandalism.

About SeSys
SeSys specializes in networked vision solutions. The company focuses on delivering the highest image quality to its customers.

SeSys is a privately owned company employing highly skilled personnel with extensive experience in all aspects of technology and integration of both small and large applications into key operation systems.

SeSys works with its customers to apply its technology in a cost-effective way to provide solutions for all requirements.

With over three decades experience in vision technology, SeSys has established a range of products addressing all aspects of communications with CCTV, including 3G, WiFi, broadband and web based camera systems.